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I am busy working on part 2 of my Darwin paper, while also working on my nuclear diagrams, so I
don't have time to comment extensively on all the fakes being posted by the mainstream right now, but
I am pausing my work for a moment to give you a brief rundown, since I am getting questions.  

We will start with the alleged arrest of Reiner Fuellmich, the German lawyer allegedly pursuing new
“Nuremberg” style trials for Covid genocide.   The story makes no legal or logical sense, so I assume it
is fake.  I have said before I thought he was controlling the opposition, slow-walking these lawsuits by
filing them in the wrong jurisdictions against the wrong parties on the wrong legal points, but he
needed some final exit from this manufactured story, one that would do as much harm to his cause as
possible.  So they are painting him as a petty and comically inept embezzler, one who can't figure out
how to pay off a loan or to avoid getting double-crossed by his Jewish comrades.   Despite being a top
international attorney, we are supposed to believe he is just that stupid when it comes to finances.  His
fellow Corona Committee members Hoffman, Fischer, and Templin are accusing him not only of
embezzlement, but also. . . wait for it . . . “violent anti-Semitism”.  Yeah, we should have seen that
coming.  I guess he is also anti-Trans, pro-life, pro-Amish, pro-Palestinian, and a Swift-hater.  You
have to laugh at how transparent this whole thing is.

Next we have the trans shooter at Joel Osteen's Lakewood Church.  We already have enough to peg
that as fake just from that first sentence.  You should have already suspected Osteen of being an agent
or asset, and now you have strong indication you were right.  If you are still on the fence, witness this:
the shooter allegedly had a “Free Palestine” sticker on her gun.  A Bing search on that event pulls up a
promoted link to The Christian Post, but it is already 404'ed.  The top result, gone one day after it went
up and went to number one.  Not surprising, since the original story was so stupidly transparent, the
writers in Langley were called in to rewrite it almost immediately.   According to that story, a woman
Genesse Ivonne Moreno walked into the church between services with a legally purchased AR15 under
her trenchcoat.  She had her 7-year-old son with her.  She opened fire, shooting thirty times, but hit
only one guy in the leg.  His name?  Tom Thomas.  No, really.  Thomas Thomas.  Two armed “off-duty
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police officers” just happened to be present between services and shot her dead.  They also shot her son
in the head, which was nice since of course he wasn't armed.   

Her bio is a mess of contradictions, since she has many aliases, some of them male.  As recently as
2022 she went by the name Jeffrey Carranza, and not just online.  That is her name in court documents,
and that is how she was known to her own attorney William Capasso.  We are told she is mental
patient, but according to social and business media, she owned her own real estate and financial
services firms.  Her husband, not named, is of course Jewish, and they admit that.  Police found anti-
Semitic writings from her online.  Yeah, we saw that coming.  But if she married a Jew, why would she
be anti-Semitic?  And if she married a Jew, why would she have a Free Palestine sticker on her AR15?

A people search on this person finds him/her also listed as an Escalante.  Despite having the name
Moreno, she is not related to any Morenos or Escalantes.  Only four Bergs and a Carranza.  Berg is a
Jewish name.  This Enrique Carranza, 37, is also from Colorado Springs and Jacksonville, FL, so
probably military.  He is related to a Genevieve Parris, with Parris being another Jewish name.  The
first person on Enrique's list is Chase Carranza, a strange first name for a Latino.  The grandfather
would appear to be Henry Carranza, 77, of Houston and Raleigh, NC.  His wife was Enedina Cordova,
with that name Cordova being a possible clue here.  Possible Mexican nobles.  One of these Carranzas
in Houston is Jim Carranza, a bigshot at Edward Jones, previously of Chase Investment Services.

The story of Genessa Moreno has now changed, and the mainstream press [KHOU 11] is reporting she
is an immigrant from El Salvador.  But we just saw at Instantcheckmate that she isn't.  She is from this
family in Houston that has been there for decades, and before that they were from Mexico, not El
Salvador.  

While I was at Instantcheckmate, I thought I would type in Joel Osteen.  Guess what, the big computer
has never heard of a Joel Osteen from Houston or Texas.  We do find his father, John H. Osteen, 77,
but he is very well scrubbed, having only one relative: Justin Osteen.  John was aka John Olstean.
Strangely, if you do a general search on Olstean at Bing, the first thing that comes up is Joel Osteen.
That shouldn't happen, unless the computer knows Osteen is really Olstean.  If you then correct the
search, telling it to search only for Olstean, it won't do it.   It still brings up Joel Osteen first, and all
results are Osteen.  If you then force it to subtract Osteen, it takes you to Olmstead, which also
shouldn't be happening, since the first three letters aren't even the same.  But we do get a clue, since
one of the results is Olstein, which begins to look like something real.  If you do a general search on
Olstein, it again takes you to Osteen, which again makes no sense unless the computer knows there is a
link.  Their are plenty of Olsteins to take you to, so why assume you mean Osteen, which doesn't have
the same first three letters?  My assumption is Olstein is Jewish, and that is Osteen's real name.
Explaining why he is involved in this Jewish Intel theater now. 

Joel Osteen's famous wife is alleged to be nee Victoria Iloff, age 62.  But again the big computers have
never heard of her under that name.  She doesn't come up for Houston, for Texas, or for Alabama.  The
closest is a Megan V. Iloff of Montebello, CA, daughter of Jeanne and Frank Iloff. This Frank is on an
Missouri sex offender list.  I know it is him because both have Higbee on their lists.  

Also no Victoria Osteen of Houston related to Joel.  The closest we get is a Victoria Osteen, 63, nee
Ford, related to Orey and Ronald Osteen.  Orey would appear to be her son and Ronald her husband,
but none of them link to a Joel or John.  These Osteens are from Fort Worth and Florida and don't
appear to be the right ones.  So again, Victoria Iloff is a ghost.  
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Perhaps the most ridiculous “news” of the day is this report from CBSNews, claiming an artist will
destroy $45 million worth of old master paintings if Julian Assange dies in prison.  This “artist” Andrei
Molodkin supposedly has these paintings that have been donated to him in a 29-ton safe hooked up to a
release of acid. CBS misspells Julian's name many times in this article as Julien, so maybe they mean a
different Assange. Regardless, they don't explain who would donate $45 million worth of Picassos,
Rembrandts, and Warhols for this prank.  Does that sound believable to you?  Actually, given Warhol's
fake prices at auction, that could be one fake Warhol silkscreen in the safe.  

We are told Milan art dealer Giampaolo Abbondio donated a Picasso for the safe, but if he did he broke
international laws. Destruction of art is a crime and Picasso's heirs could sue if anything happened to a
real work of art.  But since this is just a raw publicity stunt, that will never happen.  Reminds us a bit of
Al Capone's vaults, doesn't it?   They need to get Geraldo involved.   

And in other stupid news, The Daily Mail  reported yesterday that US military whistleblowers have
revealed that a disk-shaped UFO shot down a nuclear warhead with laserbeams over California.
Really?  And why was a nuclear missile being fired in California?  A problem with vultures?  No, in
the article we are told this was a routine test.  So the military fires off nuclear missiles over California
in routine tests?  That's reassuring.  Where do they land?  

Oh, but wait, it was just a dummy warhead.  So the title of the article is false.  It wasn't a nuclear
warhead, it was just an empty shell.  But the aliens didn't know that, I guess.  They can't monitor
radioactivity, weight, payload, or any of that.  Those stupid aliens, with advanced laser tech, hovering
capability, but no detection capability.  

And, oh wait again, this was in 1964, and some extremely old Jewish people are claiming they saw the
tape before it went missing.  Well, that's conclusive then.  Let's do the math: 1964 was 60 years ago, so
Lt. Jacobs and Maj. Mansmann must be late 80s or 90s now.  So, like Biden, they must be extremely
clear-headed and reliable in all their memories.  And as officers, they would never agree to make up
some cocknbull story like this on orders, or for money.  

But you see what this is all about, don't you?  The story not only confirms UFOs, it confirms nukes.  So
it was released specifically to counter my papers.  In this way it backs up the recent film Oppenheimer,
which was also made for the same reason.   

I will end on a bit of true news.  I didn't watch the Super Bowl, of course, since I have better things to
do . . .  like clip my toenails.  But someone sent me the Pfizer commercial that aired during the game,
and oh was it awful in its miscalculation.  Pfizer just murdered millions of people worldwide, destroyed
the economy, stole trillions from the treasury, and told an infinitude of lies, but somehow their
publicity team thought the way to deal with that was by turning the volume up to 11 on their self-
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congratulatory gloating, spending millions on a commercial to continue forcing themselves down our
throats.  Typical Phoenician behavior.  They compared their founder Charles Pfizer to Isaac Newton,
Archimedes, Copernicus, Hippocrates, Einstein, Galileo, and Rembrandt, and ended by claiming they
were about to cure cancer.  Just a few more trillions from the treasury, honest, and that will happen!
All to a Queen soundtrack, with all these famous people singing along through their portraits on the
walls of museums.  Even worse than Bill Gates coopting Leonardo's images to sell his crap computers.
It just proves once again these rich people have gone completely nuts.  They have always been
despicable, but now they are clinically insane, since only the insane would think this commercial was a
success.  Someone actually ordered this commercial, tested it, and passed it for release.  That person or
persons has his head so far up his Phoenix he can't smell it burning.  

Oh, and one other thing.  At the end of that Pfizer commercial, they don't say they are going to cure
cancer, they say they are going to “outdo” it.  LetsOutdoCancer.com.  But does “outdo” mean cure?
No.  It means something completely different, doesn't it?  To me it means they are working on
something even more deadly than cancer.  The vaccine was just the first part of that.  They are just
kicking you while you are down with this commercial.  Telling you what they are doing and thinking
you are too stupid to see what is right in front of you.    

 


